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New West Feature

Future of Southwest’s Mexican Gray Wolf Uncertain
A program to reestablish the Mexican gray wolf in New Mexico and Arizona narrowly dodged a
defunding proposal recently. With only 50 of the wolves living in the wild, what kind of protection will
they receive?

By Bobby Magill, 3-02-11
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Like many outfitters and ranchers in Catron County, New Mexico — one of the counties of the Sagebrush
Rebellion of the 70s and 80s — Tom Klumker wants Mexican gray wolves out of the Gila National Forest,
where the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has been releasing the endangered wolves into the wild since 1998.

“They’ve been successful at wiping out a bunch of livestock and hurting a bunch of ranchers,” Klumker said.
“As a result, they’ve made a big difference on the livestock industry in Catron County. I don’t think we need
them. The early settlers worked very hard to get rid of both the wolf and the grizzly for a very good reason.”

Klumker, based in Glenwood, N.M., is a board member of the vehemently anti-wolf Americans for the
Preservation of Western Environment, or APWE, and the Southwest Director of the New Mexico Council of
Outfitters and Guides, a group now part of a new Fish and Wildlife Service Mexican Gray Wolf Recovery
Planning Team. The team will create a new recovery plan that may eventually lead the way to a healthy and
sustainable population of Mexican wolves in New Mexico and Arizona.

Whether it’s in New Mexico or the Northern Rockies, efforts to restore native gray wolf populations must
face ranchers and sportsmen worried and angry that wolves will prey on their cattle and run elk into places
difficult to hunt. And, just as in Montana, whose Democratic senators have introduced a bill to remove
federal Endangered Species Act protections from the gray wolf of the Northern Rockies and where Gov.
Brian Schweitzer declared in February that the state will not prosecute ranchers who kill wolves that attack
livestock, efforts to help the recovery of the gray wolf’s southern counterpart face numerous political
challenges.

Smaller and lighter than its Northern Rockies cousin, the Mexican gray wolf is one of five subspecies of gray
wolf native to North America. Today, Mexican wolves, which roam the Gila and Apache-Sitgreaves national
forests in western New Mexico and eastern Arizona, are the controversial subjects of the Mexican Gray Wolf
Recovery Program, which began after the species was listed as endangered in 1976.

So far, about the Fish and Wildlife Service has released about 90 wolves since 1998, according to agency
data. Today, about 50 Mexican wolves exist in the wild.

Originally, the Fish and Wildlife Service’s goal was to have 100 wolves in the wild by 2006, but because of
conflicts with ranchers and the broiling politics surrounding the Mexican wolf’s reintroduction, that goal has
yet to be met.
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“The idea is to get enough wolves out there where we can step back, get them de-listed, and they can generate
their own self-sustaining population, and the states will then have management of them,” said Fish and
Wildlife Service spokesman Tom Buckley.

The Mexican wolf recovery area straddles the eastern reach of the Mogollon Rim country, where the rim
disappears into the remote Blue Range in Catron County, one of New Mexico’s biggest and least populated
counties. The lobos’ new turf includes the rugged Gila and Aldo Leopold wilderness areas — together
totaling more than 750,000 acres of wilderness broken only by a single unpaved road — and the Blue Range
Wilderness and Primitive areas of New Mexico and Arizona.

The deep sense of wildness there is as legendary as the wilderness areas’ founder and namesake — Aldo
Leopold, the “Sand County Almanac” author who in the 1920s demanded the U.S. Forest Service protect the
Gila region as the nation’s first wilderness area 40 years before the passage of the Wilderness Act.

In those days, there were still wild Mexican wolves roaming the Gila. By the 1970s, they were nearly extinct.

The Mexican wolf was protected under the Endangered Species Act in 1976 and efforts began to reintroduce
the wolf into New Mexico and Arizona not to restore balance to the ecosystem, but to simply return an
endangered species to the wild as the law demands, said ReWilding Institute carnivore biologist Dave
Parsons, a former Fish and Wildlife Service Mexican wolf recovery coordinator.

But the absence of the wolf since the mid-20th Century took its toll on the balance of the ecosystem, he said.

In Yellowstone National Park, the return of the gray wolf has given elk a long-absent predator, providing for
healthier aspen stands and riparian vegetation and an ecosystem that supports more bird species than before,
he said.

“What we’re seeing in the Gila is very similar, and the riparian vegetation is pretty well gone in a lot of
places,” Parsons said.

Researchers working in Yellowstone studied the Mexican wolf reintroduction area in the Southwest and
discovered a “reverse trophic cascade where the ecosystem has simplified in the absence of the wolf,”
Parsons said. Once some of the wolves were returned to the wild, the health of aspen groves began to
improve.

But cattle growers aren’t impressed.

Caren Cowan, executive director of the New Mexico Cattle Growers Association, said the lagging Mexican
wolf numbers show the program isn’t working, especially as ranchers continue to deal with wolves killing
cattle.

Officially, there were 185 confirmed cattle depredations from wolves from 1998 through 2009 in New
Mexico and Arizona, said Arizona Department of Game and Fish wolf biologist Jeff Dolphin.

But the real number of depredations, Cowan said, is difficult to nail down because many ranchers fear the
level of proof needed to confirm that a wolf killed a cow is so high that they don’t bother to report a
suspected killing.

With the Fish and Wildlife Service’s population goals unmet as it dealt with livestock industry concern about
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widespread cattle depredations, the future of the recovery program remains uncertain.

In February, the program survived an attempt by U.S. Rep. Steve Pearce, R-N.M., to de-fund the program for
the remainder of the 2011 fiscal year after his amendment was dropped from the continuing resolution that
will fund the government for the rest of the year.

In November, a group of 13 Democratic congressmen, including Rep. Raul Grijalva of Arizona, Rep. Martin
Heinrich of New Mexico and Rep. Jared Polis of Colorado, asked Interior Secretary Ken Salazar to release 22
captive Mexican wolves into the wild immediately, create a new Mexican wolf recovery plan and complete a
draft environmental impact statement allowing changes to the program’s rules that will ensure the Mexican
wolf’s full recovery.

Their letter to Salazar claims the Fish and Wildlife Service has been ignoring scientists’ recommendations for
the health of the wolves, jeopardizing their viability in the wild.

Cowan said Pearce, long an opponent of the Mexican Gray Wolf Recovery Program, has championed the
cattle growers’ cause and wants to see the program ended immediately.

Pearce’s press secretary, Eric Layer, said Pearce is concerned mainly with cutting federal spending and
reducing the national debt, but he doesn’t know if Pearce will attempt to de-fund the program again as
Congress takes up President Obama’s 2012 budget request.

Though the politics of the program may be daunting, some important biological questions vital to the
Mexican wolf’s recovery still need to be answered, particularly: How many wolves does it take for the
species to fully recover?

“Would it be 100, 200, 500 wolves on the landscape?” said Buckley of the Fish and Wildlife Service.

The new Mexican wolf recovery planning team will attempt to answer that question because a previous plan
for the recovery program didn’t, he said.

A 1982 Fish and Wildlife Service plan for the Mexican wolf failed to specify recovery criteria, according to
the agency’s 2010 Mexican Wolf Conservation Assessment, which concludes that the wolves now in the wild
are threatened by illegal shooting and the lack of an adequate recovery plan.

On Feb. 22, the Mexican Gray Wolf Recovery Planning Team, composed of a group of cattlemen, hunters,
conservationists and representatives of a handful of state and federal agencies, met for the first time in
Albuquerque to begin the two-year process of drawing up a revised and more detailed recovery plan.

In 1982, “there were no Mexican wolves in the wild anywhere, and it wasn’t foreseen that there would be,”
said Eva Sargent, who represents Defenders of Wildlife on the recovery planning team. “The idea for this
team is to write a proper recovery plan with goals of how to get there and de-listing criteria.”

Cowan, who is a member of the recovery planning team, said she hopes the team will create a recovery plan
that will make ranchers’ needs a top priority.

“I hope that we accomplish some sort of situation that allows ranchers and livestock producers to stay on the
ground,” she said. “How do we do that? I certainly don’t have any bright ideas on that at this point in time.
It’s vital that we allow the ranching industry to survive in that area.”
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But the Tucson-based Center for Biological Diversity, one of the most zealous voices for wolf recovery,
claims the team is stacked against conservation interests.

“The selection of participants was heavily influenced by politics,” said Michael Robinson, conservation
advocate for the Center for Biological Diversity. “Our organization is the reason that Mexican wolves are in
the wild now. By any stretch of the term ‘stakeholder,’ we qualify, but we’ve been excluded because we
believe very strongly in upholding the science. There are others on the team who take the same view, but they
are very few.”

The team is full of well-qualified scientists, he said, and he hopes wolf biology won’t get watered down on
the team amid ranchers’ concerns.

Even though Cowan and other ranchers are participating on the team, another group of ranchers, led by
APWE and the Gila Livestock Growers, hopes a judge will stop any effort to continue the Mexican wolf
recovery program.

Last year, those groups and Otero and Catron counties filed a lawsuit aiming for a court ruling allowing
ranchers to kill Mexican wolves they believed were responsible for livestock depredations. The lawsuit
claimed that no problem wolves had been removed from the wild since 2007, and the ranchers want the right
to defend their cattle from attack.

Part of the ranchers’ anger stems from the Fish and Wildlife Service’s abandonment of a “three strikes” rule
in 2009, which allowed the agency to kill or trap wolves that had attacked livestock three times.

Cowan’s group didn’t join the lawsuit because it felt it was time to give up on taking its cause to the
courtroom.

“New Mexico Cattle Growers has already participated in two lawsuits on this issue and we lost them both and
we didn’t feel we had the funds to devote to another lawsuit in that venue,” Cowan said. 

In February, the rancher groups and Catron and Otero counties withdrew their suit on a technicality, but
they’re planning to re-file soon.

“It was a fatal flaw on our part,” Klumker said. Environmentalists “were really crowing and happy that we
dropped the case, but we’re going to slam them again. We’re going to file it right back at the dirty bastards.”

Bobby Magill can be found online at www.bobbymagill.com.
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By Giacomo Dainesi, 3-02-11
Animal Right
By the real mike, 3-02-11
This situation is an absolute farce. Just read the quotes by KKKlumker and KKKowan in the article (think
progressive divinity and adamic lineage while you do) and note the backing they're getting from notoriously
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slimy Rep Pearce. These miscreants are all completely and violently against any successful recovery
whatsoever and have preached doing anything, anything, necessary to stop recovery. Now ponder the fact
that they're on the recovery planning team. This is just as ridiculous as giving local ranchers the receivers to
the wolves' collars to make hunting them easier; yes, the FWS did that too.
By JEFF E, 3-02-11
Klunker and I went a few rounds right here a couple years or so ago. he, three twigs, "two jump", Laura, et all
couldn't give you a fact if it was written on their forehead and you provided the mirror.
They have a little web site down there and have become so paranoid they don't even let themselves post on it.
By MIsingleShot, 3-02-11
I've read enough to know that the JeffE and Real Mikes of the world are the root of the problem with wolves.
Had the introduction into Yellowstone went according to the original plan we would have a successful wolf
introduction that people could live with and respect and model. The current situation in GYA and Great lakes
where a fully recovered wolf population is still being pushed on the local people at a big cost to the taxpayer,
ranchers and farmers only causes resentment and animosity! My advice to anyone in these areas is follow the
lead from the Montana Governor and become a "Citizen wolf population manager" and as I've seen written
before, fight wolves with every fiber of your being!
By Dave Skinner, 3-02-11
Science science science.
Never mind that science operates in a social context. If the science says that society should take a harmful
result, then it's not socially acceptable science.
By william huard, 3-02-11
After listening to Mi single shot try to talk like a badass with his SSS garbage, it just reinforces the fact that
you can't talk common sense with the redneck hillbilly trailer trash mindset that is the American west. I have
talked to the loons in catron county and they are definately not from this planet. when aren't ranchers and
farmers bellyaching and whining about predators?
Mi single shot I don't think you could kill a squirrel in a locked closet with a grenade
By big sky, 3-02-11
The usual wolf spattle comments as seen across the west by people with nothing at stake.

Wolves and people cannot coexist. Arizona is populated with PEOPLE.
By bearbait, 3-02-11
There is no difference between the grey wolves from the far north of Canada, the MacKenzie River strain,
and the grey wolves that were in Yellowstone, but somehow the Mexican wolf is a distinct and genetically
different wolf?? 

Hmmmmm. Northern Spotted Owls, California Spotted Owls, and Mexican Spotted Owls...they can breed
between themselves, and Barred Owls. No mules in that union, and no mules in the pups from a wolf in
Mexico that breeds with a wolf from the Northwest Territories of Canada. Am I wrong??

So, either the claim that the wolves introduced into Yellowstone NP in the 1990s from the far north of
Canada are the same as the wolfs that would have been in Wyoming, a state much, much closer to New
Mexico and Arizona, even Texas and Oklahoma, than it is to the upper reaches of the MacKenzie river in
northern Canada, is true and the BS about Mexican wolves and Red Wolves is all pseudo science bullpucky.
Or, is it that there is a genetic difference in size, deportment, whatever, between Red Wolves, Mexican
wolves, Great Lakes wolves, and MacKenzie River wolves from the far north of Canada? It has to be one or
t'other. Someone is spewing facts and someone else is spewing eco-obsessive clatter. Who is correct??
By Todd Wilkinson in Bozeman, 3-02-11
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Hello Bobby: 

I've done a fair amount of on the ground research as a journalist on the Mexican wolf issue and would be
grateful if you'd provide some context for the following statements in your piece.

You quote rancher Tom Klumker as boldly saying: 

“They [wolves] have been successful at wiping out a bunch of livestock and hurting a bunch of ranchers. As a
result, they’ve made a big difference on the livestock industry in Catron County. I don’t think we need them.
The early settlers worked very hard to get rid of both the wolf and the grizzly for a very good reason.”

Later, you write: 

"Officially, there were 185 confirmed cattle depredations from wolves from 1998 through 2009 in New
Mexico and Arizona, said Arizona Department of Game and Fish wolf biologist Jeff Dolphin.
But the real number of depredations, Cowan said, is difficult to nail down because many ranchers fear the
level of proof needed to confirm that a wolf killed a cow is so high that they don’t bother to report a
suspected killing."

According to the figures you mention in the story, 185 confirmed cattle depredations over a total of 11 years
equals to an average of 16.8 animals a year. You allow Mr. Klunker to suggest that, “As a result, they
[wolves] made a big difference on the livestock industry in Catron County."

How do you figure? You create the impression that the impact is significant. Compared to what? Even if the
total number of wolf kills was 360 over 11 years—double what was confirmed but unlikely at that—it would
equate to 34 cattle losses across the entire vast area annually. Stockman lose a lot more animals to weather,
disease, poor nutrition, calf predation by coyotes and mountain lions and other factors such as just losing
animals that are allowed to range untended over hundreds of square miles, according to federal Wildlife
Services reports.

If losing 360 animals to wolves over more than a decade makes "a big difference on the livestock industry in
Catron County," what is that saying about the livestock industry in Catron County? 

A question I have is: How much does it cost taxpayers, vis a vis, the Forest Service and BLM to manage
grazing allotments on those public lands in terms of below market rates for the grasses, maintenance issues,
water quality monitoring, paying the salaries of range technicians and predator control programs?
By Leee, 3-02-11
Its funny...

Tank grown meat...$20 per gallon gas...It will empty the desert of nasty monkeys just like Chernobyl...The
wildlife came back in the absence of the ultimate predator. Gaia will take her revenge…
By big sky, 3-02-11
I would guess, Mr. Todd Wilkinson (transplated from minnesota as a thorn in montanans sides and a
journalist to boot) that those are not your cows getting butchered, am I right?
By reality22, 3-02-11
185 confirmed depredations 
If it is true that only 1 in 6 depredation can be confirmed that means the 925 non-confirmed depredations....
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for a total of 1110 depredations....
If it is true that a wolf will test its prey 7 times before killing, that means the these cattle were tested or run
7770 times. That equates to costing the rancher fence repair, low shipping weights on the cattle, additional
herding costs, loss of aborted on stressed Pregnant cows and sleepless nights worring about their livestock!
By JEFF E, 3-03-11
altered reality,
Where in hell did you come up with this 7 times prey tested mumbo jumbo. Is that what you do with a big
mac?? It's not what wolves do either. if the lot of you would stop getting your talking points from the next
barstool it would be way easier to engage in constructive conversaton
By william huard, 3-03-11
These idiots like Reality 22 get their talking points from their active hallucinations
By Reality22, 3-03-11
JeffE/Dewey/Coyote, Huard Again I laugh, ignorance is abound here.. You both need to do a little more
reading on the subject. To think that a wolf comes in & makes a kill on his 1st encounter with livestock is the
"idiot & Barstool" coming out in full force! For you to think that not one cow aborted a calf on behalf of the
wolf make you totally ignorant or you have spent too much time on Ralph Maughan anti-hunting hate site!
As for the source, please feel free to read any legitimate biologist words on the subject! If I had more time I’d
try to find Mech’ words!

But, because I'm an idiot & spend too much time in the bar (your words)please enlighten myself & the rest of
the readers as to your take (if any) on side effects of a wolf killing livestock. Would be nice to see the New
West publish something on the subject instead of the typically George Wuerthner eco-balance drivel. I’m
looking forward to your response!
By big sky, 3-03-11
The problem with these folks, reality, it that their pulpit is based in some big city where economics means
getting a paycheck from someone else or welfare in some form.

Stock run through fences, horses having to be shot because of skin ripped open due to laceratins by barbed
wire. One fella wintered his horses in his "horse field" for more than 20 years. When the wolves arrived, they
knocked down the fence weekly and several had to be put down. The wolves never bothered them unless at
night. He finally moved them to a saddle club in town. Can't use that pasture anymore, and its private
property. How much weight loss on cattle bothered by wolves? Stressed regardless, they won't gain, and that
costs money.

You are right about this publication. They call it "new west" like its suppose to represent how we live. It
appears to be a sounding board for the radical side of the environmentalists. Get cattle off of all public land,
regardless of the consequences, put wolves in every corner of the country, stop all oil exploration, etc, etc.
etc. 

Maybe allow a few writers on the other side of the equaton to explain that JOBS come with some
consequences which can be avoided if done correctly.

But, what can you expect from people who make their living pecking on a computer and seeing the outdoors
through the window? 

I do, and always would rather see people on the land than a bunch of transplanted canadian wolves killing
everything else off.
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By Reality22, 3-03-11
I hear ya load and clear BigSky. Your story reminds me of my friend Eric’s introduction to having wolves
local. He come out in the morning to find his herd of cattle up near the barn and in a panic state, after some
checking he found a dead calf & the fence down in two places. Further investigation found that another was
missing. So after almost a full day of contacting authorities waiting for them to arrive, fixing fence, he went
over to the neighbors to see if he could look for his other missing calf. Never did find it in enough time to
make a confirmed wolf kill. The cows didn’t act completely normal for at least a week!

These things are happening daily in the Southwest, Northwest and Great Lakes. Yet, people of the likes of
JeffE/Dewey/Coyote & Huard deny & call names. I truly wonder if they actually believe that all depredations
are paid for & there are no other ill effects of a wolf encounter on the rest of the herd. The word ignorance
comes to mind!
By bearbait, 3-03-11
Just think about all those urban areas where rattlesnakes are now extinct and how easy it would be to capture
a bag of slow ones this month at a den, and transplant them to town for the enjoyment and increased
biodiversity of all those urban nature lovers. War on rats, mice, pocket gophers, moles, other snakes, birds,
and all those unwanted introduced exotic pets that seem to find a home in the wild near town. YOu'd be doin'
them a favor. No more need for nasty rodentacides. Let the snakes do the heavy lifting.

All you to do is have a meeting at the local watering hole. Devise a need for snake reintroduction, have some
meetings in friendly and familiar spots, and then steal some money (which is dicey when you don't have the
Pittman Robertson Fund to steal from) and then go get your prairie yodelers, and send them to town. Them
snakes don't eat people. Not even dumb ones. And they don't eat dogs, neither. And all a them are dumb. You
might end up with some fat nosed retrievers and pointers. 

Aw, you know I am just joshin' ya...only an environmentalist would do sumpin' that mean......
By Todd Wilkinson in Bozeman, 3-03-11
Hey "Big Sky", "Reality" and bearbait, I'll ask again, and again, and again: Why don't each of you have the
courage to reveal your true identities?
By bearbait, 3-03-11
Todd: My given name is so common that it would be challenged as an alias. And, in a childish sort of way, I
need to keep employers, friends, and others apart from my blather. Not that I don't blather and babble using
my given name, but where I live the average Joe Bloftz will not say a word about government or give his
opinion in public. "Why, the college perfessers would quit using my business and boycott me. I can't afford to
make anyone unhappy." Societal bullying does take place. So do I really want to embarrass my grandkids??
Probably not. 

But if YOU really wanted to know, and your being a writer of note, I wouldn't have any problem with New
West telling YOU my name. I am sure it is well known there. Ask George W. We email on occasion. Not
always in agreement, but he is a fine fellow. But some who appear in these musings are off kilter enough I
just will take my ball and go home when it gets personally threatening. So hiding a little doesn't hurt that
much, does it???

A long, long time ago, I discovered that if you wanted to really KNOW what the true answer was, the keepers
of the truth can't resist telling everyone that they KNOW the truth and the true story. So, all you need do is
make a strident statement about something you wish to know better, and there is no end to the "knowing"
who are most willing to correct you and tell you like it really is. A mis-statement is a sure way to get better
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informed. And, I can take the abuse. Especially if I am just another pile of bear bait...which we all are, really.
Walking, talking, now; someday compost.
By Todd Wilkinson in Bozeman, 3-03-11
Listen, bearbait, we all have employers in some form or another. There is no excuse for sitting cowardly in
the shadows and taking potshots. And for you to say that you are afraid to reveal your true identity because
you are afraid that certain anonymous posters are off kilter is a lame rationalization when you engage in as
much name calling as anyone. 

That New West allows this to go on is equally lame.

What is your name?
What do you do for a living?
On what basis do you hold forth on every conceivable topic and insult everyone with whom you disagree?
Why don't you have the courage to stand behind your words in the full light of day with all New West
readers knowing full and well who you are and what your personal financial interest is in each one of these
debates? 

If it's fair for newspapers to require validation that real people are writing letters to the editor, why shouldn't
the same rule apply here? At least the discourse in newspapers is a hell of a lot more civil and the people
throwing out opinions are accountable for their words.
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GE…
Yellowstone to Yukon: Conservationist Advocates for Key Wildlife Corridor (16
Comments)
Reality22 said: "Dewey, Did you really say or even insinuate that Wisconsin is proper habitat for the grizzly bear! HA HA HA Please say it
is not…
With Heavy Government Help, Solar Continues Expansion in the West (11 Comments)
Christof said: "@Justin, "Why the hippies keep yammering about solar..." -- that's character assassination. The whole tone of your first post
was snarky and condescending and I…
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9/17/11 9:24 PMFuture of Southwest’s Mexican Gray Wolf Uncertain | Bobby Magill | New West
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